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Welcome back to [occ]! (Week 4)

What did folks write down?

What do you think people who have not read the phreaking article would write?

Are these folks good for society (from a normative point of view)? Why or why not?

These are all important questions for today’s class.
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Check-in: Where are we in the course?

É Today: Phreaks, Pirates, and Hackers (oh my)! Critical community analysis #1 due.

É Wednesday: Managing Free/Libre and Open Source Software projects (w. Arfon
Smith). Begin peer review of Critical Community Analysis #1.

É Friday: Lab! Wikipedia Task #2 (w. Emily Temple-Wood). Peer review of Critical
Community Analysis #1 due before class today.

É Next week: Culture & norms in Wikipedia; Teamwork (stay tuned for a classroom
change next Wednesday!); Wikipedia Task #3; mid-quarter course evaluations.

Please keep up with assignments & start thinking about final project ideas!
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Today’s Flight Plan:

É Foundations: Phreaking, piracy, hacking, intellectual property.

É Dynamic: Transgression, group identification.

É Cases: Phone phreaks, Nollywood.

É Challenge: Innovation and knowledge/culture diffusion.
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Part of the reason I asked you to play word association with me at the beginning of
class is that I think there are some weird ideas out there about what a hacker is.
This is a mask I found recently in a Chicagoland costume shop — look, it’s a hacker!!!
Now, we’re not going to go deeply into the history of hackers and hacking today, but I
think it’s pretty amazing that the word got attached to this mask.

Why is the figure of a hacker potentially frightening? Deviant? What other sides are
there to hackers and hacking that might be worth thinking about? If hackers and
hacking aren’t necessarily bad for society, what sorts of lessons can they teach us
about rules, transgressions, creativity, and innovation?

These are some of the questions that orient today’s session.



Case #1: The Little Blue Box

Rosenbaum, “Secrets
of the little blue box,”

Esquire, 1971.

RaD man, Wikimedia Commons, GFDL/cc-by-sa.
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Case #1: The Little Blue Box

Ask:

1. You read this Rosenbaum article for today: What were phone phreaks? What was
phreaking?

2. Why might you label phreaking or phreaks as transgressive? Deviant?

3. What sorts of people were phreaks? Why does that matter?

4. Motivation: Why do you think the phreaks did what they did?

5. Rosenbaum argues that phreaks were the “original hackers,” what do you think he
means by this?

6. What sorts of impacts did phreaking have? Effects on telecommunications,
companies, law?

7. Why is phreaking significant in a course like this? Connections to other things we’ve
already discussed?



Tensions between transgression and innovation
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Tensions between transgression and innovation

• Transgressive uses of a sociotechnical system are often highly innovative!

• Transgressions may not simply be pathological, backwards, illegal, or anomalous in
relation to authorized or planned uses of systems.

• Transgressions may indicate a gap between the affordances of a system and the
existing infrastructure/sanctions around the system’s use.



The Result: tough choices & tradeoffs!
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The Result: tough choices & tradeoffs!

From the point of view of a system designer, builder, regulator — or simply someone
trying to understand and analyze how these things work and might work more
effectively...this means you frequently encounter difficult (impossible) choices and
tradeoffs.

The result of this is often a struggle over what counts as a legitimate use of a particular

tool or system. In some cases these struggles have huge political, economic, cultural,

or ideological implications and stakes.



Case #2: “Piracy” & unauthorized media use
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Case #2: “Piracy” & unauthorized media use

This brings us to the topic of media piracy and other unauthorized uses of information

goods. You read about the Nigerian film industry — Nollywood — in an article by Brian

Larkin (a brilliant media scholar). To set the stage for that topic, though, I want to

introduce the idea of intellectual property...then we’ll talk about Nollywood a bit and

connect the discussion back to today’s central themes, dynamics & challenges.



Intellectual Property (IP) in a nutshell, in theory...

© ® Pat. pending!
É Innovation is a collective action / public goods problem!

É IP is a state-protected temporary monopoly over an idea.
É Selective incentive intended to drive innovation. (Why?)
É After some time, knowledge passes into the public domain in order to

become useful for subsequent innovations and applications.
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Intellectual Property (IP) in a nutshell, in theory...

So here’s a very quick, very dirty introduction to the theory behind Intellectual property.
It’s not some inalienable right. It’s a policy idea that really takes hold during the
industrial revolution as a means through which a nation state can try to support
innovation & inudstrial/economic growth by protecting innovators and essentially
protecting their (temporary) rights to profit from their ideas.

Ask: Strengths of this system in theory? Weaknesses?
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Pop (no stakes) quiz!

É Q: How long was copyright term originally in the U.S.?

É A: 28 years (with an option to renew).

É Q: How long is copyright term currently in the U.S.?

É A: Individuals: life of the creator +70 years.

É A: Corporations: 95 or 120 years.
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Pop (no stakes) quiz!

Over time, this system has expanded. Through an effective lobbying campaign by

several industries whose leaders perceived a direct benefit to expanding these

temporary monopolies, IP restrictions are now stricter than ever, last longer than ever,

and are enforced more aggressively than ever.
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Against this backdrop, we have seen the expansion of digital networks, reducing the
cost of actually copying and sharing media to nearly zero. Like I said before, tensions.

One result of this has been the rise of sites like the pirate bay.



Nollywood!

É second-largest film industry in the world.

É films produced outside of studios, shot w cheap equipment, distributed via DVDs
(copies!).

É 200 videos for the home DVD market every month (!).

É US$200 million per year in revenues!

e.g., “Living in Bondage” (1992)
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Nollywood!

Key characteristics do you notice?:

Degraded aesthetic.
“Low” production values.
Everyday life! real people, real concerns!
Cheap distribution.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pu_8a_OLiBg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pu_8a_OLiBg


So what?

É Why does this kind of phenomenon matter for the purposes of this class?

É How do these “informal” economies relate to online communities and some of the
things we’ve already talked about in this class?

É Is it possible to think of these transgressions as innovations?
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